Abstract. This study is proposed a new adaptive threshold based on noisy speech for each sub-bands with low complex and it is suitability for range of human hearing and range of hearing test. A new method is used wavelet 1-D experimental signal for denoising. It provided the optimal adaptive threshold of three sub-band with applies to the detail coefficients. The speech enhancement is used of threshoding on the adpated wavelet coefficients, and the results are compared a variety of noisy speech and four well-known benchmark signals. The results, measured objectively by Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR) and Mean Square Error (MSE), are given for additive white Gaussian noise as well as two different types of noisy environment. The new method called Adaptive Thresholding with Mean for hybrid Denoising method of hard and soft function (ATMDe) and applied to hearing loss and it is found that it increases the signal-to-noise ratio by more than 114 % and decreases the mean-square-error (MSE). The result of new method with SNR and MSE is higher than standard denoising methods. Hence, the new method was found that has good performance and adaptive threshold value is better than other methods.
Introduction
The objective of speech enhancement were to improve quality and intelligibility of speech [1] . The main problem of speech distort is noise. They are main problem that will affect speech understand and an important problem of speech and signal processing [2] . This is highly dependent on how much noise is removed. The different approaches have been proposed to solve this problem and audio signals include speech is no models availability [3] .
The currently, the popular reduce noise methods are divided two methods: noise reduction and denoising. There are increased performance of speech and sound quality. The main problem of them is clearly sound noisy environment [4] . First, noise reduction is reduced noise of input sound that qualities depend on noisy environment database. The advantage is output sound quality if noisy environment of input sound is match with noisy environment of output sound but there is not match because of many of noisy environment cause output sound is distort. This method is not support small device [5] such as hearing aid because the noisy environment database is large that it want store area for keep its. Second, denoising is most reduced noise. The important of variable is threshold. If high threshold affect low SNR and high distort, on the other hand if low threshold affect high SNR and low distort but it is not reduce noisy environment. This advantage of denoising didn't use to noisy environment database and low complexity. The important of this method is selected threshold. There is more value of threshold and it not answer for optimal anyone threshold values. Furthermore, these researches are used low complexity method for finding threshold and denoising depends on attribute of signal. The most famous of solve this problem with denoising approaches are wavelet thresholding and spectral subtraction [6] . The denoising method is used wavelet transform and wavelet thresholding algorithm for reduce noise [7, 8] . There are modified of the hard thresholding [8] and soft thresholding [7] .
In addition, other problem with current wavelet denoising is the number of decomposition levels for denoise, and alternative wavelet because they have the flexibility to adjust the thresholds [9] . Many researches have evaluated result of denoising with signal-to-noise ratio [2, 10] , segmental signal-to-noise ratio [2, 11, 12] , Mean Squared Error (MSE) [7, 13] , and used realistic noisy environment [2, 8, [11] [12] [13] . Furthermore, the denosing method is applied to various kinds for example [13, 14] proposed denoising base on wavelet and [8] are proposed new speech enhancement system using wavelet thresholding algorithm with modified of the hard thresholding function which sets the coefficients of wavelet to zero when lower than the threshold value because of time-frequency discontinuities in the enhanced speech spectrum and used wavelet was "db8". There are evaluated sound of speech under white Gaussian noise, pink noise, [10] is proposed a novel thresholding function base on wavelet is more elastic than the soft and hard thresholding. The MATLAB simulation of signal processing area results show that gives better SNR gains than DJps hard and soft threshold methods and suitable with a low SNR in many signals, and multi-talker babble noise base on a posteriori segmental SNR for each sub-band for remove more noise from the sub-bands. These systems are used signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the automatic speech recognition (ASR) accuracy for the performance of speech enhancement algorithm, and voice activity detector (VAD) permits difference between the speech and the non-speech segment because it is robust to the noisy context [15, 16] . This result show that the ASR reduced of the noise and increase the recognition rate in noisy environment, [12] proposed estimated a nonnegative spare coding with a combined dictionary of the spectrograms of clean signal and noise and presented using synthetic (chirps) and real signal with additive noise. This method is evaluated measures: the perceptual evaluation of speech quality and the segmental signal-to-noise ratio. This results show that method improved the quality of the signals, mainly under severe degradation, [11] use the segmental SNR (SegSNR) to determine the gain factor of wavelet coefficient threshold (WCT) can efficiently remove the background noise (noisy speech is additive colored-noise). This method is used noise masking threshold (NMT) of each wavelet subband for adjust WCT can be perceptually mask residual noise and reduce speech distortion, [2] the new method of speech signal enhancement is used Bionic wavelets transform and its incorporated Giguere-Woodland auditory model. The result shows that the performance is competitive with some of the best methods in signal processing field, and in addition, [17, 18] proposed new ECG denoising base on noise reduction algorithm with to perform windowing in the emprical mode decomposition (EMD) and discrete wavelet transform (DWT) domain. The simulation show that this method is reduced noise from the noisy ECG signal. Moreover, the example is relevant to the denoising in other topic such as healthiness for example [7] is improved wavelet threshold denoising method for reduce the noise in the heart sound signal, and the example is relevant of speech such as [19] propose segment-based speech recognition framework is increased the phoneme recognition accuracy about 25% of the one obtained from the baseline segment-based speech recognition.
This new method is presented to denoise 1-D using wavelet transforms because of it is the state-of-theart wavelet denoising method [9] and improved the hard and soft wavelet threshold denoising with idea of the parameter is used to change the size of the deviation between reconstruction signal and the original signal. These measurement performances are SNR and MSE. The simulation shows that this improved method is superior to by hard and soft wavelet threshold denoising method. In addition, the computational auditory scene analysis (CASA) method is used major parameter with the interaural intensity difference (IID) for denoising. The simulation show that the SNR of the heart sound is improve after denoising [20] , [21] proposed an automated multiband denoising scheme for improving the quality of auscultation signals against heavy background contaminations. This method is adapted subtraction scheme in the spectral domain with processes each frequency band in a non-uniform. Many relevant research areas of denoising is found that the one popular method and the most of them are not tested real noisy environment but there are evaluated sound under white Gaussian noise and color noise similar real noisy environment. Thus, the feature of issue 1: new method is low complex. It is considered high power spectral density. The feature of issue 2: new denoising algorithms is each threshold for each sub-band depends on attribute of signal that it is relevantly human hearing range and it will be applied to hearing aid for hearing loss.
In this paper, a new wavelet denoising approach is a new finding threshold and new denoising threshold base on wavelet shrinkage. The result show that significantly improves denosing compared to other standard wavelet and previous methods. It used for denoising experimental signal. The rest of the paper is organized as flows. First, the wavelet shrinkage denoising method is provided. Second, the issues of new finding thresholding and new denoising threshold are discussed. Third, an analysis of noise is presents. Fourth, the new proposed method is presented. Five, examples of denoising using experimental results are presented and compared with other wavelet denoising methods. Finally, conclusion and discussion is given and future extensions.
The Wavelet Shrinkage Denoising Method
The wavelet transform is analyzed signals. This study is used wavelet transform because of simple and naive for denoise represented of single level discrete 1-D wavelet transform that is the state-of-the-art wavelet denoising [9] . This method has become common signal processing technique in different area and the result indicate that wavelet functions Daubechies 44 (db44) provides a better fit to tested biosignals [22] but experiment of this study is found that the Coiflets1 wavelet is better suited in this study. In addition, the wavelet transform has powerful tool because this process is removed the noise of signal and image [14] .
The transform method is two processes consist of decomposition or analysis and reconstruction or synthesis. The decomposition process is decomposed signal. The reconstruction process is reconstructed signal. This study is used criteria of composition of noise frequency in environment of areas of daily living for student with hearing loss. The human hearing is the range of 20 Hz to 20 kHz that are produced audible the sound to human ear and hear sound best is range 1 kHz to 4 kHz [23] but experiment of this study is found that the most of power spectral density is range 500 Hz to 4 kHz. Thus, this study is used them. This is one of the most important features. One solution of this way is kept feature value for each node calls the wavelet coefficients [24, 25] is proposed threshold wavelet coefficient and recover signal S(x) from noisy N(x), where i=1, 2, …, N; S(x) = signal; N(x) = noisy of signal, and bi = Gaussian white noise see in Eq. (1)
The one of reduce method is wavelet denoising. This method is divided three main steps [14] : First step, decompose or the noisy signal is transform into wavelet domain. Second step, the wavelet coefficients is applied threshold value. This step is an important because the threshold value is applied to remove noise with thresholding function. The selections of the threshold value affect quality of signal because the large threshold is selected. This result is a loss of useful information and speech is most of distortion but the small is selected. This result does not remove the noise. The many researches [8-10, 13, 14] is used The soft and hard threshold of wavelet denoising because it low complex and short processing times but the main problem of this method is finding optimal threshold that is adaptive threshold for response to the noisy environment. Third step, reconstruct or the inverse wavelet transform is transformation of denoising signal into time domain using the original approximation coefficients and the modified detail coefficients.
The best answer is high SNR. The solutions of it are a detail wavelet coefficient is either a signal or a noise coefficient that the hard thresholding is better suited, whereas it is both signal and noise that the soft thresholding is better suited and the wavelet shrinkage method better signal denoising with minimum computation complexity [9] and wavelet shrinkage denoising algorithm (see Table 1 and Fig. 1 ) where S(x) is a noisy speech of input signal, Di is a Detail wavelet coefficient of noisy speech where i = 1, 2, …, n, Ai approximate coefficient is where i = 1, 2, …, n, and the S(x') is noisy speech of output signal. Table 1 . Wavelet shrinkage denoising Algorithm [9] . A limitation of shrinkage methods is fixed threshold of method was not adjusted. If adjusting threshold enable users to reach optimal thresholds for signals. And the definition way of estimate noise value σ Noise is not clear due to the choice of σ Noise greatly influences the noise threshold thr. In addition, the popular threshold function for wavelet denoising is hard threshold function depicted in Eq. (2). It is better suited when a Detail wavelet coefficient is either noise or signal coefficient but the defect of us was discontinued at the threshold point that it will be lead to severe oscillation and limit its further application [26] , and soft threshold function depicted in Eq. (3). It is better suited coefficient that are include both noise and signal [9] .
The hard threshold,
Fixed signal noise threshod
The soft threshold,
where w means the wavelet coefficients value, wT is the wavelet coefficients value imposed threshold, thr is threshold value, and |w| is absolute value of wavelet coefficients, respectively.
Measurements
This section describes measure for performance that Speech quality measures use speech degraded by noise. The one of important for evaluated off-line, there are used to compare an algorithm with alternatives or to evaluate the use of different probability models within an algorithm [1] . There are two types of distortion and quality measure: object measures for example signal to noise radio (SNR) and MSE. This study is used two methods of object measures are SNR and MSE for verifier the results. There are the following: the performance of signal have measured with Signal to Noise ratio (SNR) that the most used distortion measures and measure for quality for speech signals [1] . The both measure are computed and compared that the high SNR denotes the quality of sound more than low SNR and the low MSE denotes the quality of sound less than high MSE. So, the results of this experiment are compared with other standard method. Moreover, the threshold is usually selected to highly the SNR for given high quality of signal that SNR is defined as Eq. (4), and Mean Square Error (MSE) is used to evaluate performance of an estimator. This method is also useful to regard accuracy in statistical estimation, precision, and bias concept. The minimum MSE is best estimator and good performance of this study because of the similarity between output signals and reference signal, MSE is depicted in Eq. (5). 
where and are the power of signal and noise respectively.
where is reference signal, is output signal and i is samples in dataset of size n.
The mean, indicated by μ that it for average value of a signal that index i, run from 0 to N-1 and N is sum the values in the signal defined as Eq. (6). The standard deviation denoted by (sigma) that it refers to how the signal fluctuates around the mean value defined as Eq. (7). This study was used them for new denoising algorithm at issue 1 that it considered the coefficients in range of denoising.
The Data and an Analysis of Noise
The objective of this section is to analysis noisy environment in areas of daily living for student with hearing loss with range 20 Hz to 20 kHz. The finding of it is intensity of frequency. The computation was calculated in MATLAB on a 32 bit operating system with Intel(R) Core(TM) i5 CPU @2.67GHz, RAM 4 GB. The noise was used with SONY device model ICD-UX512 that recorded of sound with mono, sampling rate 48000 Hz, 16 bits, mono, sound length 20 seconds.
The data is divided into two sets including: First, the data came speech corpus (NOIZEUS) [27] including clean speech, noisy speech in different environments with SNR level 0 dB and 10 dB. Second, the data is my recorded in noisy environment. In addition, the each set data of them are divided into two types: type 1 indoor noise, this type is sound within a building. There is often used such as sound in class room, meeting room, library and canteen. The most of indoor noises are air condition and soft speech; type 2 outdoor noise, this type is outside a building. There is frequency used such as besides building, road side, in car. The most noises are wind, bird sound, sound of motorcycle and speech. This experiment was carried out to analyze the intensity of spectrum. We identify contours by difference region. The orange region is high intensity of noise see details in Fig. 2 . The result show that spectrum, wave and contour of type 1 and type 2. The type 1 was found that the most of this type was found that the intensity in low frequency less than 20 Hz with mean about -7.166 dB. The graphs are for example in spectrum, wave, and contour (see Fig. 2 ). Based on the above experiment issues, the condition of filter signals of type 1 was filtered dB ≤ -4 dB at signals frequency less than 20 Hz but type 2 was filtered dB at signal frequency less than 90 Hz, therefore this process reduced noisy environment and the results of this experiment compared between type 1 and type 2. The original noisy speech did not do pre-processing and on the other hand, the new noisy speech did do pre-processing the original noisy speech is result of sound. These results showed that the SNR and dB of new noisy speech is highly than the original noisy speech, so the new noisy speech is more loudness and clearly sound.
In addition, The data are more used in this study includes the noisy environments of areas of daily living for student with hearing loss and a noisy speech corpus (NOIZEUS) [27] . There were analyzed with the power spectrum. It is the distributions of the signal power various frequencies. It can be analysis of residual signal which is difference between original signal and noise signal. This method used to deduce the existence of repetitive structures in the signal process. The power is concentrated in one frequency.
New Proposed Method
The new proposed method base on the wavelet shrinkage is applied to hearing aid for hearing loss. It is used threshold for each sub-band that relate human hearing range and hearing test range are displayed in the form of an audiogram. The range of human hearing is between 20-20,000 Hz and this study is related to speech of human. It has improved the effect of speech quality signal denoising and adapted with hearing loss who worn hearing aids. The hearing loss is being tested listens to sound with the audiogram which is measuring loudness. The frequency of audiogram is generally used 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000, and 8000 Hz. Hence, the range of human hearing and frequency of audiogram are considered in this study. It intended for filter ranges three ranges that is divided including: first, less than 500 Hz is defined 20-250 Hz or 90-250 Hz. This either range is selected as condition of noise environment. It is depended on indoor noise filter is 20 -250 Hz or outdoor noise filter is 90 -250 Hz. It called background signal; second, 500-4000 Hz is human hearing is most sensitive with speech in this range and this experiment of noisy environment. It called foreground signal; third, more than 4000 Hz is defined 4000-20000 Hz that is relevant human hearing. It called background; see in Fig. 5. 
Threshold Consideration
The many research were used the wavelet thresholding for speech enhancement [8] . The main objective of this work is to propose a new wavelet threshoding algorithm based on the adaptive threshoding with low complexity and to check property of signal that it is suitable for any threshold function (see detail the section 2). Moreover, the detail coefficient is high frequency that it was denoising but it really listened to understand, whereas an approximate coefficient is low frequency that it is important of speech. If it was denoising that it distort, it does not listened to understand. Thus, this study is selected detail coefficient for denoising on foreground signal and background signal see in Fig. 5 .
The new method is calculated mean of signal for thresholding see in Eq. (6). The currently, this method was not implemented for finding threshold of wavelet denoising. It is applied to three sub-bands: foreground and background that prepared for next step of denoising. show denoising results on hard thresholding with red line, soft thresholding with blue dash line and green dot line respectively. The hard and soft thresholding are zero when coefficient is low than threshold but the proposed method is slowly increased that it depend on the property of signal.
New Denoising Algorithm
The solutions of denoising method is considered attribute of signal in each sub-band that it are a detail wavelet coefficient is either a signal or a noise coefficient is used hard thresholding is better suited, whereas it is both signal and noise is applied soft thresholding is better suited [9] .
The main ideas of new proposed: First, pre-processing is analyzed signals for filter of noisy environment; Second, signal is divided to three sub-bands for adjust wavelet coefficients for freedom of threshold with low complexity method. It can be reliably used foreground range for denoising experimental signals (see Fig. 5 ). The other reason is that this ranges are related Pure tone of hearing human and this study will be apply with hearing aid. In addition, the background range is excluded foreground range. This range mostly composed sound of environments, and finally, new denoising algorithm is reduced noise follow up threshold. The new Table 2 . where is denoised wavelet coefficients, is transformed coefficient, ℎ is thresholding of sub-band signal and is mean of sub-band signal depicted in Eq. (6), and is standard deviation of sub-band signal depicted in Eq. (7). So, in Eq. (8) is designed of denoised wavelet coefficients depicted in Fig. 6 that is selected cD:Details because it is details of high frequency. The sound speech was removed of high frequency that even though it distorted, it really listened to understand. On the other hand, the sound speech was removed of low frequency of cA:Approximate. It is important for human speech. Even though it distorted, it does not listened to understand. Consequently, the threshold is selected and applied threshold to the detail coefficients. It is significantly provided optimal threshold. It was related to develop wavelet threshold of denoise for noisy environment base on section 3. Furthermore, this study has applied new method thresholding in new denoising algorithm for reduce noise. It has been investigated and the most promising result proposed that significantly improves the SNR of denoised signal. Fig. 6 . Design of denoised wavelet coefficients.
Examples of Denoising
The problem of wavelet shrinkage is fixed threshold and we need to apply to hearing loss. Hence, this study solved with a new adaptive threshold for each sub-bands with low complex and it is suitability for range of hearing test. This experiment was carried out to test the accuracy of New proposed and another method. To evaluate the effectiveness of using new proposed called ATMDe for enhancement of noisy speech, we compare it to other standard approaches on this section. These results shown in Table 3 -8 are compared using SNR (dB), SNR, MSE, and Time (seconds) indices of mean that the experiment are 6 examples including: First, example 1 and Table 3 with clean that they used data in [27] . Second, example 2 and Table 4 with noisy speech and noisy environment that used in [28] for research and came from [27] . Third, example 3 and Table 5 are used data from my recoded of environment that is described in section 2.2 within noisy speech and noisy environment. Fourth, example 4 and Table 6 are used data in [27] for compared SNR input and SNR output. Fifth, example 5 and Table 7 are used data form my recorded of environment and Sixth, example 6 and Table 8 are compared new proposed versus four well-known benchmark signals. So, for each experimental, the method that obtained the best denoising quality is emphasized in bold-face. The results in the ATMDe with other standard wavelet in clean speech are summarized in Table 3 . The SNR of ATMDe was the highest with SNR 15.14% and MSE 27.17%. In contrast, the processing time is slower than the both SUREShirnk but it is quickly than the both Minimaxi. We conclude that, for ATMDe with other standard wavelet in [28] , see in Table 4 , the ATMDe is the highest. The indoor signals of it are higher than other standard wavelet with SNR 114.50%, MSE 147.34%, and the processing time 11.72%. Similarly, the outdoor signals of it are higher than with SNR 32.03 %, MSE 21.53%, and the processing time 60.37%. Thus, the new proposed is suitable in noisy speech and noisy environment. The results in the ATMDe with other standard wavelet in noisy environment are summarized in the example 3 in Table 5 . It is highest of indoor signal with SNR 5.58%, MSE 11.83%, and the processing time 36.30%. Likewise, the outdoor is more than 28.68%, MSE 58.04%, and the processing time 39.88% Moreover, Table 6 and Table 7 show the results of the effectiveness of the proposed method. Two set of additive noise experiments were added to the sentences on [27] for Table 6 and Table 7 is used data in section 2.2 at SNR levels of -10, -5, 0, +5, and +10 dB in type noisy environment indoor and outdoor. SNR (dB), SNR, and MSE results for experiments. They compared noisy speech of SNR input and SNR output for different denoising methods. In the first is shown in Table 6 and example 4 and in the second is shown in Table 7 and example 5. The overall result indicated the SNR (dB), SNR, and MSE of the SNR output (ATMDe algorithm) are given the best results of SNR input for all SNR levels. In Table 6 , the results show of indoor and outdoor that SNR output more high SNR dB, SNR, and MSE than SNR input. The results shown in Table 6 are given the spectrogram of noisy speech and denoised speech. In Table 7 , the results show of indoor and outdoor that SNR output more high SNR dB, SNR, and MSE than SNR input. The results shown in Table 7 are given the spectrogram of noisy speech and denoised speech. The example 6 in Table 8 is used four well-known benchmark signals, including Block, Bumps, Heavy sine and Doppler of signal synthesis with the noisy signals on 2 dB with sample points of signal are 2048 [26] . These results shown in above are compared using SNR. The best results are indicated by bold-face. It can be seen that the new method is high SNR than other denoising method in bumps.
The results of ATMDe show that it is highest SNR in various types of environmental noise and speech without noise, moreover, it is highest SNR in Bumps that is signal synthesis with Bumps but the ATMDe is the second highest SNR in another signal synthesis with Heavy sine, Doppler. The results of the four benchmark signals at 2 dB are showed in Fig. 11 for compare the results form denoising method in time domain as example 6 in Table 8 . The threshold values of soft and hard thresholding used Minimaxi method because the SNR of it is higher than SUREShrink method but the threshold values of proposed method is used adaptive threshold of ATMDe.
Conclusion
A new method for noisy speech using 1-D wavalet has been presented called Adaptive Thresholding with Mean for hybrid Denoising method of hard and soft function (ATMDe). This method is based on wavelet denoising methods with Discrete wavelet transform with families Coiflet1 because of the results derived from experimental, decomposition with level 1 because low complexity, and it represented adaptive thresholding of subband called ISSUE 1 and new denoised wavelet coefficients called ISSUE 2 that the results show that new proposed is able to effectively denoise. There are two advantages of the proposed method: First, it provides each sub-band as an independent thresholding for denoising. Second, the new method can be used to minimize time of computation that low complexity.
The performance of the new method using speech corpus, real signals, four well-known benchmark signals, and signals adding white Gaussian noise at different SNR levels -10, -5, 0, +5, and +10 dB. The result found that the denoising reduced the energy noise. The result of new method with SNR and MSE is better than standard denoising methods.
Future research will be improve the performance and apply this technique in the gain of in hearing loss and hearing aids 
